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Cutting and drilling of different materials (dielectrics, metals and semiconductors) up to 2.5
milimeters thick was carried out by laser ablation with focused femtosecond laser pulses beneath a
water layer which covered the samples. The applied method demonstrated good results in term of
fabrication throughput and end-quality compared to conventional fabrication in air. The improved
fabrication outcomes are related to the nonlinear transformation of the femtosecond beam and enhanced removal of ablation debris by cavitation bubble collapse. We demonstrate actual cutting
speeds as high as 0.3 mm/s for transparent materials (1 mm thick), 0.15 mm/s for metals (1 mm
thick), 3 mm/s for semiconducting samples (0.4 mm thick). In addition, the through-cuts have a
tapper angle below 2 % and surface roughness equals approximately 5 μm.
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rication in air, many of which are toxic, inevitably contaminate the ambient air [22-24]. Lastly, in order to achieve
greater fabrication quality, one must usually sacrifice timeefficiency or vice versa, as in the case of conventional
(mechanical) machining methods [25].
In the case of material removal via ablation, even
though femtosecond laser micromachining is best suited in
terms of quality relative to other laser systems,
imperfections (heat affected areas, cracks, edge chipping
and conicity [26, 27]) are still present and are due to
several reasons. Firstly, heat build-up in the impinged
regions may occur during multiple pulse interactions,
which leads to heat affected zones, cracking and chipping
[28, 29]. Secondly, when fabricating with Gaussian pulses,
the energy stored in the pulse tails is considerably less than
at the center, and even though the tails do not produce
strong ablation, absorption of energy still occurs which is
transformed into thermal energy leading to HAZ, ripple
formation or even melted regions [30].
We present an alternative front-side ablation technique
by applying a water layer on top of the samples and
focusing femtosecond pulses through a low NA objective.
Though a similar approach has been used with longer pulse
(ns) UV lasers [31, 32], our case is fundamentally different,
since energy is nonlinearly absorbed and, in combination
with self-focusing, the beam transforms within the water to
a filament-like propagation and intensity distribution beam.
If the parameters of the beam are properly chosen, an
intense transformed beam can be created near the surface
of the samples, which enables more efficient ablation
compared to conventional focusing. In this case, filaments
are formed within the water layer and are used for
micromachining purposes. Experimental results with
numerical simulations of filament formation, along with
extensive parametric investigation, are discussed in great

1. Introduction
Though laser micromachining has been under study for
several decades [1], in recent times much attention has
been directed towards femtosecond micromachining
systems. Femtosecond laser pulses are unique for
micromachining purposes due to the high intensity (>1010
W/cm2) of light that builds upon focusing. At high intensity
limits, additional laser-matter interaction mechanisms are
present [2], and consequently the energy of the pulse can
be absorbed through non-linear absorption mechanisms [3].
In addition, beam self-actions may lead to intensity profile
transformations that affect experimental outcomes
(modified shape, length, quality of machined area [4]).
Such laser systems have the ability to perform a
substantialy higher number of micromachining tasks and
are invariant to the type of the material; in addition, the
active non-linear phenomena provide additional degrees of
freedom (additional continuously variable parameters)
when optimization or delicate tailoring procedures are
required.
A number of techniques exist for micromachining of
various material types. Non-transparent materials are
typically cut and drilled by direct ablation techniques
(front-side) [5-9], spatio-temporal enhanced front-side
ablation [10-12]. For transparent material fabrication, the
above-mentioned
techniques are applicable and
additionally, modification based techniques exist: chemical
etching of laser induced bulk modifications [13-18] and
dicing techniques [19, 20]. Though the techniques
presented are capable of performing high-quality
fabrication, implementation typically requires high
numerical aperture (NA) focusing conditions, precise
motion translations stages and additional components
leading to high equipment cost and complex operation [21].
Furthermore, gases and nanoparticles produced during fab81
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detail in [33, 34]. The used approach is adventageous in
various ways e.g. z axis translation is not required while
several-milimeter deep structures can be fabricated,
additional cooling is provided due to the added water layer
which prevents temperature and tensile stress gradient
formation, and large scanning rates are achievable.
Moreover, the system is simple, comprised of only a few
components, making it cheap and easy to use relative to
other femtosecond micromachining systems. In this paper,
we present cutting and drilling results for different
materials fabricated with a femtosecond laser system that
limits undesired thermal damage to the samples, and
demonstrates great fabrication throughput even for samples
as thick as ≈ 2 mm.

repetition rate - 33.3 kHz, pulse energy - 300 μJ,
wavelength - 1030 nm, focal spot diameter - 20 μm
(FWHM), beam polarization - linear. Using the setup
presented in Fig. 1 cutting of the priveously stated
materials was carried out. For each material, a 1 cm long
line along the surface of the samples was cut through, and
the duration required to make the through-cut was
measured. In addition, the values of the laser beam
scanning speed (10 – 1500 mm/s) and the focal position (-1
– +1 mm) relative to the surface of the sample were varied
for each material in order to determine the best parameter
combination in terms of cutting throughput.

2. Experimental setup

The strategy for material cutting presented here is direct
ablation from the top surface of the sample. Ablation in this
case is induced by the laser pulses focused in water. The
intense pulse (for the given experimental conditions the
intensity of the pulse exceeded 2.8∙1014 W/cm2) undergoes
beam transformation while propagating in non-linear media
(water) in a way that increases ablation efficiency, enables
thick (up to 2.5 mm) sample cutting, decreases thermal
damage to the sample and redeposition of debris.
The utilization of beam transformation (filamentation) in
water for micromachining purposes is beneficial due to
several reasons. First, as the intense beam, with power
which exceeds >50 times the critical power for selffocusing, propagates in the water, it undergoes reshaping
due to self-focusing and multiphoton absorption, and after
a short propagation distance (< 500 μm) exhibits GaussBessel beam characteristics, i.e. the intensity along the z
direction stays constant for a far longer propagation length
(≈ 2.5 mm), and the intensity distribution resembles a flat
curve relative to what it would be with only the focusing
lens and no self-actions present. Thus in such a laser micromachining system when the fluence is sufficient for
ablation, positioning the focal point is simple, and the use
of sharp focusing objectives is unnecessary. This results in
decreased sensitivity for z-axis positioning, and removes
the need for translation while fabricating. These considerations are consistent with theoretical modelling results presented in [33]. Second, the physical dimensions (possibly
as low as 10 μm [35]) of the filament core are less compared to conventional focusing with the same lens. Third,
as the sample is covered with water (substance with better
thermal conductivity compared to air), better cooling of the
processed samples is achieved, this results in decreased
HAZ and cracks generated due to heat build-up near the cut.
Fourth, due to ablation in the liquid, cavitation bubbles are
formed that remove ablated particles upon collapse while
fabricating and prevent debris redeposition on the sample
[36]. Last, the water layer for nanosecond laser pulses aids
to an increased ablation rate through a process known as
laser-induced plasma confinement. The plasma that forming at the front surface of the glass sample is confined via
the water layer, which results in better plasma-target coupling [37]; therefore the interaction of the plasma with the
glass is prolonged, which results in more efficient ablation.
Overall, these properties of the transformed beam produce
greater fabrication throughput with better quality cuts and
reduced sensitivity to parameter fluctuations.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1. Experimental setup
The experiments were carried out using the Pharos®
Yb:KGW femtosecond laser system (Light Conversion
Ltd), and a two-axis galvanometric scanner (ScanLab Inc.)
controlled by SCA fabrication software (Workshop of
Photonics Ltd). The beam was focused with an F- theta
lens (f = 100 mm) below the samples which were covered
with a water layer (≈ 0.5 mm thick) so that filament
formation would occur near the interface of the samples.
Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. A number of different
materials were ivestigated (cut through): soda-lime glass (1
mm thick), stainless steel (0.5 – 2.5 mm thick), synthetic
diamond (0.25 – 0.75 mm thick), silicon carbide (0.4 mm
thick), neodymium magnet (1.9 mm thick), monocrystaline
silicon (0.4 mm thick), polylactic acid (PLA) polymer (1
mm thick), copper (40 μm – 1 mm) and invar foils (40 μm
thick).
The water layer was formed by submerging the samples in
a reservoir. The thickness of the film was measured by
shining a beam from a green laser pointer onto the surface
of the water film and measuring how the position of the
reflected beam (from the water layer) changes on a screen
when more or less water is poured into the reservoir. It was
found that the thickness can be determined to an accuracy
of about 50 μm. Typical writing parameters were chosen as
follows: average laser power - 10 W, pulse duration - 260 fs,
82
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Using the setup presented in Fig. 1 cutting of different
materials was carried out. In order to present the advantages of cutting materials submerged in water, cutting
experiments without the water layer were also conducted.
The parameters listed in section 2 were chosen so that they
would yield maximum average power (10W) and maximum pulse energy (300 μJ) for this specific laser system.
The thickness of the water layer was controlled by dosing
the quantity of water poured into the reservoir (in the experiments presented here the thickness was fixed at 0.5
mm). In order to increase the rate of fabrication,
parameters such as the scanning speed (linear velocity of
the beam along the surface of the samples) and the position
of the beam waist were varied, thus varying the position of
where the intense filament forms relative to the surface of
the sample. An in-depth parametric investigation will not
be presented here, however scanning speed values lower
than 200 mm/s are more suited for thicker (>1 mm)
samples (regardles of the material) whereas higher values
(≈ 500 – 600 mm/s) are more suited for lesser thickness (<
1 mm) samples. In all cases, the best focal position setting
in terms of fabrication throughput is approximately 0.5 mm
below the front surface of the sample.

Fig 3. Sample of cut PLA. Left - sample cut in ambient air,
right - sample cut in water.
ting throughput for the case of ablation in air is approximately 1.8 times lower when compared to ablating in water
given the same experimental conditions. Actual cutting
rates will be displayed in the forthcoming sections.
PLA cutting is possible both in water and in air. 1.1 mm
thick PLA woodpile structures were cut. The fabrication
throughput is approximately the same when cutting in air
and in water. This is due to the lower band-gap of PLA, i.e.
only two photon absorption is required to promote an electron to the conduction band, therefore the overall absorption of energy is considerably higher when compared to

3.1 Transparent material cutting results

Fig. 2. Samples of cut synthetic diamond. Left - sample cut
in ambient air, right - sample cut in water.
As stated, the investigated transparent materials were
soda-lime glass (1 mm thick), synthetic diamond (0.25 –
0.75 mm thick) and PLA polymer (1 mm thick). In the case
of transparent materials, the energy of the beam is absorbed
due to multiphoton ionization and subsequent avalanche
ionization mechanisms. It is worth pointing out that cutting
soda-lime glass samples without the water layer is impossible (given this experimental setup). When ablating glass in
ambient air, the samples completely shatter due to temperature induced tensile stress gradients. Glass-cutting results
will not be presented here, and more rigorous studies about
the matter can be found in [26, 34].
The cutting of diamonds is possible both in air and in
water. Due to extremely good thermal conductivity properties, these samples do not crack or shatter when exposed to
intense laser radiation. However, redeposition of debris on
the samples is visible when cutting in air, whereas cutting
in water produces cleaner cuts as can be seen in Fig. 2. In
addition, clogging of the grooves occurs by ablated diamond particle agglomerates, which results in decreased
cutting rate and deviations from the cutting path. The cut-

Fig. 4. Steel sample (1 mm thick) cut in air (top) and in
water (bottom). The actual cutting rate in water equals 0.15
mm/s whereas ablation in air takes approximately 8 times
longer.
other investigated materials. In addition, due to the structure (woodpile) of these samples, clogging of the channels
is not as prominent. Moreover, possible impurities can increase overall absorption through direct band gap absorp83
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tion mechanisms. PLA woodpile cutting examples are displayed in Fig. 3. One can note that when ablating in air,
melting of the sides of the sample occurs, whereas samples
cut in water exhibit clean cuts without any signs of melting.
This is due to the additional cooling properties of the surrounding water. PLA woodpile cutting experiments were
conducted intentionally, due to possible applications in
biomedicine. PLA exhibits biodegradable properties, however thermal damage (melting) initiates changes in the
chemical composition of the sample that reduces these
properties. Therefore, cutting in water may be considered
as a unique solution for rapid manufacturing of biodegradable components. More information on the matter can
be~found~in~[38,~39].

Fig. 6. Optical microscope images of cut silicon. Left sample cut in ambient air, right - sample cut in water.
cut area and HAZ (Fig. 5), whereas cuts in water reveal no
such defects. An image of foil-cutting results in air and in
water is presented in Fig. 5. Results are practically identical
for copper and invar samples. When it comes to thin foil
cutting, the ability to fabricate clean cuts without additional
post-treatment is a great advantage, with potential applications in shadow-mask production for OLED devices and
the automobile industry [40]. Therefore cutting in water
possesses unique advantages. As evident in Fig. 5, periodic
surface patterns are visible near the cut area. These patterns
are known as laser-induced periodic surface structures
(LIPSS) or ripples, and arise due to interference between
the impinging laser light and the surface electromagnetic
wave (SEW), which is attributed to exitation of surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [41]. Consequently, these ripples are always perpendicular to the polarization vector.
Since the ripples are present for both cases of ablation (in
water and in air), we can conclude that the polarization is
maintained as the pulse undergoes nonlinear propagation
Optimal parameters for monocrystalline silicon cutting
were also determined. The best results are achieved when
the scanning speed of the beam is approximately 200 mm/s.
When it comes to silicon cutting, one of the more difficult
tasks is producing clean cuts without damage (thermal) to
the sides of the groove. If the samples are well-polished,
even small alterations to the groove sides become evident
due to linear absorption mechanisms, i.e. the accumulated
exposition dose of the beam’s periphery leads to damage to
the sides of the sample. Such an outcome is visible in Fig. 6.
The sides appear darker when the sample is cut in air; in
addition, within these darker regions the monocrystalline
lattice may be compromised. However, due to possible
transformation of the beam, there is no evidence of damage
to the sides when ablating in water.

3.2 Metal and semiconductor cutting results
Cutting experiments on absorbing and conducting materials (metals and semiconductors) were carried out. As in
the previous section, two different strategies of micro precision fabrication were employed and compared: direct
laser writing by ablation in ambient air and femtosecond
light ﬁlament cutting in a thin water layer. When ablating
in air with low beam translation speed values (>100 mm/s),
the bottom surface of the machined groove appears glossy,
shining. This is due to melting and liquid dynamic processes taking place during ablation, i.e. heat damage (HAZ) is
visible even after several translations of the beam along the
sample. Contrary to ablation in air, grooves produced by
the same algorithm using a thin water layer are smoother,
without ablation waste, also showing no signs of thermal
damage. This is believed to be caused by cleansing of the
ablation particles from the groove bottom from by the water shock waves as well as steam. Furthermore, in the case
of filament-assisted ablation, the groove morphology as
well as depth does not depend so critically on the scanning
speed of the beam and energy density, as is the case of ablation in air. Images of through-cuts are displayed in Fig. 4.
One can note that cuts done in ambient air exhibits redeposition of debris around the groove as well as HAZ. The
grooves machined in air are wider by 8% in comparison to
grooves produced under water. The fabrication throughput
is approximately 8 times higher when ablating under water.
The increase in fabrication throughput is believed to be due
to the added cleaning properties and higher fluence values
created when the beam undergoes non-linear propagation.

3.3 Cutting throughput comparison for different materials
Cutting results for different material types are displayed in Fig. 7. The actual cutting speed was determined
by cutting a 1 cm long line along the surface of the samples
for each material, and the duration required to make the
through-cut was measured. Afterwards, the actual cutting
speed is calculated by dividing the distance by the time
required to make a through-cut. All the materials were cut
using optimal parameters. One can note that, given the
same material type, the results roughly follow a linear dependence when displayed on a logarithmic (base 10) scale.

Fig. 5. Copper foil (40 μm thick cut) cutting results in
air (top) and in water (bottom).
Using the same laser system, experiments were carried
out on cutting thin copper and invar foil (40 μm thick).
Cuts made in air reveal debris clusters scattered around the
84
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be speculated. Theoretically, the state of polarization influences multiphoton absorption [44], therefore further research on the matter is required.
The dimensions of the cuts made in all of the above
stated materials were approximately 70-100 μm at the entrance and approximately 35-50 μm at the exit. This yields
tapper angle values approximately equal to 2 % for 1 mm
thick materials. Accordingly, the tapper angle for 2 mm
thick materials equals ~ 1 %. Wider (closer to 100 μm) cuts
are obtained on materials having better absorptivity (metals,
polymers). The roughness of the cut sides was measured
using an optical profilometer. The peak-to-valley roughness
of the cuts for all of the samples presented was approximately 5 μm. Since the roughness is the same for all of the
materials, it is most likely influenced by the dynamics of
the water. However, further research is required to determine the exact mechanism.

Overall, metals display lower cutting rates (0.15 mm/s for
steel, 0.07 mm/s for copper when the thickness equals 1
mm) compared to transparent materials (0.31 mm/s for
soda-lime glass when the thickness equals 1 mm). Such
results may be due to the higher reflectivity and evaporation temperature of metals as compared to transparent materials. In the case of silicon, due to linear and nonlinear
absorption mechanisms and considerably lower reflectivity,
these samples are cut approximately 10 times faster. In the
case of PLA polymer, the results cannot be directly compared because the samples had a wood-pile structure. The
cutting speed is higher when fabricating under water; using
the same experimental setup without the water layer yields
cutting throughput results lower by 200 % (copper) - 780 %
(steel) for metals, 200 % for transparent materials, 750 %
for semiconductors. It is worth pointing out that cutting
samples thicker than 1 mm is impossible when ablating in
air, due to ablation debris reclogging the cut channel. In the
contrary case, when ablating thin foils, the processing
speed is roughly the same as for the case of ablation in water, however of lower quality.

4. Conclusions
A fabrication system has been built for rapid cutting of
various material types with high intensity femtosecond
pulse generated filaments. To achieve beam transformation
(filamentation), a water layer is introduced above the
samples and the beam is focused using loose focusing
conditions within the water layer. We demonstrated that,
using such a system, a variety of different material types
can be cut having a thickness larger than a few mm,
whereas the average laser power is only 10 W. The
fabrication throughput was measured as being tenfold
higher compared to conventional focusing in air for certain
materials; in addition, we demonstrate better results in
terms of quality for all of the investigated materials.
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